Collecting your test sample
As simple as 1-2-3

Twist off the tube cap and insert funnel
Reminder: You should not have had anything to eat, drink, chew or smoke within 60 minutes of your test. These can leave particulates or cause the sample to become discolored, resulting in a rejected test.

Pool your drool
Provide only 1–1.5 ml of CLEAR saliva. Do not spit into the funnel. Keep your face covering on, but pull it forward so your drool drips into the funnel. Don’t tap or shake the tube during collection. It can cause saliva to spray. Having trouble? Raise your hand and someone will help you.

Raise your hand when finished
Raise and hand and staff will inspect your collection. They will direct you to check out based on sample quality. Put the lid on the vial and twist to securely close it. Flip these instructions over to indicate station is not available.